INDIAN SCHOOL DARSAIT
DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH
CLASS VII
WORKSHEET- 1
SYNONYMS AND ANTONYMS
Name of the Student :____________________________

Date:_____________

Division : _____

Roll Number : ______

I. Choose the correct synonym for each underlined word below by circling
your choice.
1. The girls were surprised when they saw the beautiful flowers the delivery boy brought.
A) frustrating B) pretty C) fast D) orange
2. Watching the movie with all of my friends from school was fun, but it was too long.
A) sticky B) lengthy C) silly D) short
3. Joanne’s roasted hot dog was ruined when it fell into the fire.
A) flames B) water C) ground D) refrigerator
4. The librarian asked the children to be silent because everyone was trying to study.
A) noisy B) boring C) quiet D) early
5. My grandpa made the new dollhouse, complete with miniature furniture for every room.
A) pretty B) tiny C) fresh D) tall
6. The boys on the soccer team were hungry after the game, so they went to eat pizza.
A) bumpy B) happy C) starving D) full
7. Mrs. John assigned a difficult project for the students to complete during their vacation.
A)free B) easy C) caring D) hard
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8. The college professor was wise and gave the new students a lot of good advice.
A)intelligent B) funny C) ordinary D) ugly
9. Sam’s great-grandpa is very old.
A) friendly B) crazy C) charming D) elderly
10. During physical education, the children had to jump as far as they could.
A) juggle B) leap C) swim D) run

II. Choose the correct synonym from the box to go with the underlined
word in each sentence below.
beautiful

tired

delicious

loud

tidy

little

dirty

difficult

1. The athlete was exhausted after running the marathon. _________________________
2. The ladybug is a fairly small insect.

_________________________

3. With a blend of orange and red, the sunset was pretty.

_________________________

4. Algebra problems can be very hard.

_________________________

5. Pasta is a tasty dish for a family dinner.

_________________________

6. Jimmy had to clean his filthy bathroom.

_________________________

7. Jim’s bedroom was clean, with everything put away.

_________________________

8. The music on the TV was very noisy.

_________________________

III. Circle the 2 synonyms for each set of word.
1. walk

crawl stroll run

2. argue scare confuse frighten
3. bravery honesty courage winner
4. cook drink

eat munch
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IV. Choose the correct antonym from the box to complete each sentence
below.
stop
lazy

young
short

cold
quiet

difficult
open

bright
rough

dry
new

1. The fire is hot, but the ice is_________________.
2. The race car is fast, but the old truck is ______________.
3. The green light means go, but the red light means ________________.
4. The grandfather is old, but the grandchild is _____________________.
5. The giraffe’s neck is long, but the dog’s neck is __________________.
6. Addition is easy, but division is _______________________.
.
7. The candy is sweet, but the lemon is ___________________________.
8. His sneakers are old, but his socks are _________________________.
9. The glass is smooth, but the sandpaper is _______________________.
10. The window is closed, but the door is __________________________.
11. The children are noisy, but the adults are ________________________.
12. The puppies are energetic, but the dogs are _______________________.
13. The moon is dim, but the sun is ___________________________.
14. The rainforest is humid, but the desert is ______________________.

V. Circle the antonym for each word.
1. Poor

rich

needy

2. Cheerful

bright sad
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sour
slow

3. Whisper

mumble shout

4. Empty

full

5. Warm

hot

6. Dark

light

7. Hurt

injure help

8. Enjoy

adore

9. Cry

whimper

10. Strong

weak

gone
cool
dim

dislike
laugh

powerful

VI. Read the paragraph and write 6 pairs of antonyms and synonyms on
the lines given.
Larry and Phillip went to collect some items in the woods for their science project. Their plan
was to go for one hour and get as much as they could. As they began, their scheme was
working because they were gathering many items including moss, wild flowers, tree bark,
ferns, and grass. They had an enormous pile of stuff, and it was beginning to be too much to
carry. Because they had such a collection, they had to slow their pace of collecting items.
Their pile was getting huge so they had a fight over what items to keep. In their dispute,
Larry thought they should keep the wild flowers but Phillip did not. They finally agreed about
what to keep and finished their searching.
As they went to go home, they noticed the rocks that they used to guide them into the forest
were gone. They had nothing to lead them back; they were lost. Larry was very afraid, but
Phillip was determined and discovered their way back home.
In the end, Larry and Phillip got an A+ on their science project, which was well worth their
adventure.
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Here are some examples:
plan,scheme
began,finished
gathering,collect
fight,dispute
lost,discovered
huge, enormous
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